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About This Content

This is the official soundtrack for FRAMED Collection, featuring original live jazz performances that fuse modern themes and
funky beats to create an evocative, mystery-laden groove. The soundtrack includes the music from both FRAMED and

FRAMED 2.

FULL TRACK LISTING

FRAMED OST:
1. Framed
2. Grace

3. Interlude
4. Get On

5. Cue
6. Carried Away
7. Redemption
8. Cast & Crew

FRAMED 2 OST:
1. Arrival
2. Strollin

3. Off The Leash
4. The Meeting
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5. Air Vent
6. The Doors

7. Skyline
8. Mercy

9. Cemented
10. Memories

11. Tiptoe
12. Falling

13. Ascension
14. Bang a Gong

15. Cardboard Box
16. Confrontation

17. Betrayal
18. Leaving

FRAMED 2 Original Soundtrack credits & legal info.

Produced, Arranged & Composed by Adrian Moore.
Saxophone Performed by Lauren Mullarvey.

Mastered by Justin Shturtz, Sterling Sound NYC.

Special thanks to Claire Barilla, Joshua Boggs, Ollie Browne, Stu Lloyd & Suzie Szabo.

© 2018 Loveshack Entertainment.
All music, images and products are licensed through Loveshack Entertainment.

All music © Adrian Moore 2018. All rights reserved.

For more information about the game, FRAMED Collection, please visit the store page.
http://store.steampowered.com/app/322450/
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Title: FRAMED Collection - The Original Soundtrack
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Loveshack Entertainment
Publisher:
Fellow Traveller
Release Date: 17 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Memory: 2 GB RAM GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB

Storage: 2 MB available space

Additional Notes: Playable by any popular media player

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Simplified
Chinese,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Norwegian,Portuguese,Russian,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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YOU SHOULD PLAY THIS BECAUSE YOU COULD HAVE AN IMAGINARY GF AS YOU WILL NEVER HAVE ONE
IRL hah. The Good:
-Fast learning curve.
-Tons of action and destruction.

The Bad:
-Short.
-Grinding through previous levels.. Great game
Great story
Great RPG

5p worth it. Meh. One of the substandard HO's. I wouldn't pay more than a few dollars, and I honestly get bored and stop playing
every 15 minutes or so.. I find this software very useful. It is not as resource heavy as FRAPS is and has MANY more settings you
can change. Some reviews say the overlays are gone, but the way you change the settings is just different. It is much more user
friendly than when I first purchased this software on sale. I did notice that when I was recording at 30 frames per second that all
the counters displaying my FPS showed 60 frames but it was like I was playing at 30. Seemed like the problem was fixed when
recording at 60 frames, which can be a problem with filesize. Also has capability of livestreaming to Twitch, but I have not tried
this.

From the fact that I can record high quality HD video with little preformance impact with the small trouble I have with it, with a
lower review because of the price,

7/10. I find the gameplay and interface too clunky. If you are comfortable with the interface of Theatre of War then you will be
fine with this game, otherwise just buy Battlestations: Midway\/Pacific.. Havent played much of it yet, but from the time I was
playing it was kind of confusing and thought I bought a game that seemed very broken and went nowhere from playing 5 minutes
of it. I managed to get prettyh far and liked what I saw. I will be adding a better review later just wanted to say its a cool game and
is pretty scary maybe not worth the 6.49 but would be a great game to get onsale.. Magilou waifu get her best costume 10\/10. A
simple pick up and drive game with no bells and whistles. The main thing is how the driving feels - not easy to program a good
"feel," and now with gamepad support the controls really are fun. Impressive stuff.

My only request, which I think is quite important, is that currently there is no way to drift (handbrake) for corners. It's not a
drifting game and it certainly shouldn't be the focus. But the current controls, with the addition to drift on occasion round tight
corners would be an excellent addition. No need to over do it, but drifing, when necessary on difficult corners would make the
already good feel, excellent.

In summary, it's well worth the money and genuine fun in it's current state. As development is on going it can only get better. I am
very glad I got this gem of a racing game. It's all about the driving, as it should be, no flashy nonsense or annoying "announcers."
Pick up and drive that's it, and that's a big plus in my book.
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This game could be good, if only:

* Had a moderation team that did not target non G-rated content
* Allow for age-locked rooms, to prevent children from joining and to allow adults to be adults
* Allow for password-protected rooms to play with your friends

The number of times I've seen moderators ban people for next to nothing is likely going to prevent this game from actually
becoming successful. It's unfortunate because the formula they have is actually pretty good.

UPDATE: Shortly after the posting of this review, I found myself IP-banned from the game. Cannot even access their website.
The VRChat video of the banning also was "banned" from their community page.

TLDR of the video: Someone else's actions resulted in a mass-banning of the entire world. This is not the way to generate a
fanbase.. Very good game in terms on graphic, satisfy combat, good UI design and overall. You might play this game for a while
before dropping it.

In term on port: bad port, FPS jumping around on a GTX 1080.. Just cause you can beat people up and then look around without
breaking the cowl or turning your whole body.  I played this on the Oculus Rift with Touch controllers and only had a
slight problem which may be unrelated to the Rift. I initially started this game from Steam VR and it failed to load up.
I then started straight from the app itself and it worked fine. The main problem is that the game menu starts behind
you. I do recommend at least a small roomscale setup because some of the items you need to grab are more than arm's
length away.

I bought this on the Fall sale and thought this might be a game I would refund because I was very precarious about
buying it. It didn't look very fun because it looked way too simplistic and targeted for kids, one of the vidoes on the
store page (the kid playing the game) is especially cringe worthy. But I love music games so I thought I'd take a chance.
As soon as I started playing the game, the chances of a refund went down the drain as I instantly started having fun. I
think I might look cringe worthy playing this game to outsiders, but being inside the VR world and touching these
buttons that make all kinds of sounds is just an amazing experience.

You aren't playing a musical instrument. You aren't going to learn music from this game. But what this game does do,
is make it easy for anybody to create music. And yes, you are creating music. It's not some static experience, you are
the one in control of the musical experience. From just a few sounds, you will control where the music goes. And most
of the time, whatever you are creating will sound pretty freaking good. And It may encourage you to learn music,
because it definitely increases my music appreciation being in this VR world.

I'm still not sure if there's a way to make a sound loop without your touch. I would like that option. Obviously,
otherwise you're limited by your two hands. There's many instruments and sounds to play. There's several VR
environments to play them in. There's realistic looking instruments you can play. There's also just icons you pick up
that will play that sound. One of my favorite sets to play was the dubstep. I'm not even a dubstep fan and I imagine not
a lot of people are, but it is so much fun to get in there and make your dubstep track.

One of my few disappointments was the Les Paul electric guitar. It had a very weak, almost midi sound to it. It did not
sound anything like a real Les Paul would. But for the most part, I was blown away by the quality of the sounds
included in this package. I enjoyed this game so much, that I am going to purchase some of the DLC while it's on sale.

Rating 8\/10. Despite being tagged as a puzzle game there is very little in the way of puzzle content here, its far more
about reflexes and keeping your cool as you move around as fast as you can. It can be a lot of fun for something so
simple.

Levels start to get more complex, and a little more frustrating, but largely the difficulty ramps up quite well... Until
level 76.

I not only finished the levels but got best time on all of them I unlocked, but level 76 is so far beyond my skill I couldnt
get half way through it in countless attempts. There is no variation of paths on it, its one spiral route you have to follow
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with precise timing and it goes on for two or three times the length most levels are set to.

Nice while it lasted, but killed by a difficulty spike that went from tough to beat, to completely pointless to continue
trying.

(I can forget about the achievements. I dont know whether to be impressed or worried by the fact some have managed
to get them all.). An poorly-designed third person shooter with nothing interesting to say. Suffers from some visual
cues indicative of sloppily done unreal engine 3 games. Not worth your time.. i downloaded the deluxe version of ww2
and i cant seem to find the season pass dlcs in game
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